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Abstract 
The purpose of this note is to give some remarks and questions on metrizability and generalized 
metric spaces. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Metrizability of topological spaces is characterized in various ways and especially in 
terms of bases (Nagata-Smimov’s Theorem, Bing’s Theorem) and sequences of covers 
(Alexandroff-Urysohn’s Theorem). LaSnev spaces are characterized in terms of networks 
[5] and of k-networks [2]. N-spaces are defined in terms of k-networks. All of them are 
also characterized in terms of sequences of nbds (= neighborhoods), so-called g-function 
g(n, z). (See [6, Chapters 7, 91.) Under the circumstances it will be of some interest to 
try to characterize such spaces in different terms, e.g., metrizable spaces in terms of 
k-network. Throughout, all spaces are at least Ti, and a g-function g(n, z)! n, E N, is a 
sequence of (not necessarily open) nbds of x unless we specify otherwise. The readers are 
referred to [8] for basic terminologies and [6] for further terminologies and known facts. 
Note that in the present note X and 11: denote a (Ti -)topological space and a typical point 
of X, respectively. Also note that cp denotes ‘closure-preserving’ and hcp ‘hereditarily 
closure-preserving’. 
Definition 1. A collection 3 of subsets of X is called pip (pseudo-interior-preserving) 
if n{Fcy 1 Q E A} c Intn{F, 1 Q E A} for every {F, 1 a E A} c 3. 
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Remarks. Every point-finite open collection is pip, and every hcp open collection is pip 
if X is Frechet. On the other hand the open cover { (-72, n) 1 n E Pi} of IR is cp and pip 
but not hcp. 
In the following discussion we use the theorem below, which is a slight modification 
of H. Hung’s Theorem [4], where 
(s) for each CC E X and its nbd P, there is n E N such that x $! [U{g(n, y) 1 y E 
x - q-, 
instead of (a) was required. (See [9] and [lo].) 
Theorem A. A T, -space X is metrizable iff it has a g-function g satisfying the following 
two conditions: 
(a) z E g(n> 2,) and 2, E g(n, yin) for all n E RI imply yn + z, 
(a) for each A c X and n E N, A c U{g(n,Y) 1 y E A}. 
Needless to say, (a) can be replaced with the stronger condition 
(ks) 5, + x and z, E g(n, yn) for all n E N imply yn + x. 
Theorem 1. A regular space X is metrizable iff there is a a-cp k-network (es-, WCS- 
network) F = U,“=, _T, such that each _7=n is pip. 
Proof. Necessity of the condition is obvious, because a a-locally finite base is such a 
k-network (cs- and WCs-network). 
To prove the sufficiency, note that 3n c 3n+i can be assumed. Then define 
g(n,x) = n{X - F 1 F yid x, F E 3n}, x E X, n E IV. 
Now, g is a decreasing g-function. It satisfies condition (a). Because, let xi + 2 E U, 
where U is an open set. Then for some n E M, there are F, , . , FI, E 3, such that 
(2, xi / i 3 io} c Fl U . . U Fk c V c v C U for some ie and some nbd V of z. This 
implies that {z, xi / i > ia} fi g(n, 1~) = 8 for each y E X - U. Thus if g(i, yi) 3 IC% for 
all i E N and if xi + 5, then yi + z follows. Namely condition (ks) is satisfied by g. 
To prove (a), let x E 2. Then, since 3n is pip, 
W(z) = n{F ( z E F E 3n} 
is a nbd of 2. Pick y E W(z) n A. Then x E F E 3n implies F 3 y. Namely y $! F 
implies x $ F; hence g(n, y) 3 5. This proves that condition (a) is satisfied. Therefore, 
by Theorem A, X is metrizable. 0 
Definition 2. A collection P of pairs of subsets of X is called a pair WCs-network if 
for any convergent sequence xi + x and any nbd EJ of x, there are (Fj, Gj) E P, j = 
1,. . , k, such that {x! xi 1 i > io} c UT=, Fj c lJ;=, Gj C U for some ia. A collection 
P of pairs of subsets is called bicushioned if for any P’ c P, 
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and 
[U{G”~(F.G)~P’~]-CU{F’~(F,G)~P’}. whereG”=X-G. 
The following theorem is a slight modification of Theorem 1, and in fact Theorem 1 
is a corollary of Theorem 1’. 
Theorem 1’. A Tl -space X is metrizable $f there is a pair WCs-network P = lJr=, P, 
such that each Pn, is &cushioned. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem I, so it is omitted. 0 
It is natural to ask if we can replace the ‘k-network’ in Theorem 1 with ‘network’. 
Problem 1. Is a regular space metrizable if it has a a-cp network F = U,“=, 3Y, such 
that each Fn is pip? 
Remark. The answer to Problem 1 is positive if X is Frechet and each 3T, is hcp. 
Because, then F C IntF C F for each F E 3,, follows from that 3, is pip. Thus 
putting U, = {IntF 1 F E 3T,}, U = u,“=, U,, we obtain a a-hcp base of X. Hence by 
D. Burke, R. Engelking and D. Lutzer’s Theorem X is metrizable. (See [6, Chapter 71 
for the theorem.) 
To work on Problem 1, one may try to characterize metrizability by replacing the 
condition (a) in Theorem A with the weaker condition 
(ss) for each nbd CT of n: E X and for some n, g(n, y) $ x for all y f X - U. 
However, it is easy to see that this condition combined with (a) is equivalent to the 
condition 
(sm) 2 = nnEW lJaEA g(n, r) for every A c X, 
which characterizes semi-metrizability of X. Thus we need some additional condition 
to induce metrizability. By adding the condition: y E g(n. x) implies g(n: y) c g(n: x) 
we over do it. In fact, Y. Ziqiu [lo] pointed out that this condition combined with (sm) 
characterizes strongly zero-dimensional metrizable spaces. To get metrizability a weaker 
condition is sufficient. 
Theorem 2. A Tl -space X is metrizable ifS there is a decreasing g-function g(n, z), r). E 
N, :I: E X, that satisjies (sm) and 
(t) y E g(rL, x) implies g(n, y) C g(n - I, x) (n 2 2). 
Proof. Necessity of the condition is obvious. Assume that there is a g-function g satis- 
fying the said conditions. Then put 
U(n, x) = {y 1 g(n, y) 3 x}. 
By (a), u( n! r : > is a nbd of x, and by (t), { U(n, x) 1 n E N} is a decreasing sequence of 
nbds (in fact, a base) of x. Further put 
W(n,2) = g(?%, x) n U(n,z). 
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Then we claim that for any open nbd V of x, there is n E N for which y E Wjn, x) 
implies U(n, y) C V. In other words, y E W(n, x) implies x E U(n, y) c V. Because 
otherwise for each n there is yn E W(n, x) such that U(n, yn) @ V Thus we can select 
z, E U(n, yn) - V. Therefore g(n, z,) 3 yYn. Hence by the condition (t), 
g(n - 1, &) 1 g(n, Yn) 3 x (n 3 21, 
while z, $ V for all n. This contradicts (ss), and hence our claim is proved. Hence 
metrizability of X follows from I?J. Collins and A.W. Roscoe’s Theorem [I]. 0 
Remark. As pointed out by Y. Ziqiu [ 111, in some g-function characterizations it is not 
essential that g(n,x) is a nbd of x. R.E. Hodel [3] called a collection {g(n,x) 1 x E 
X, n E N} of subsets of X an w-structure if 5 E g(n, x) for all n E N and IC E X. For 
example, in the characterization of La&rev spaces given in [6, Chapter 9, Theorem 1.91 
the g-function g may be merely an w-structure. From this point of view we can modify 
Y. Ziqiu’s Theorem [ 11, Theorem 31 as follows. 
Theorem 3. A regular Frkchet space X is LaSnev iff there is an w-structure {g(n, x) 1 
x E X, n E N} that satisfies condition (ks) and 
(h) {g(n,x) 1 x E X} is hcpfor each n. 
Proof. (+) By L. Foged’s Theorem [2] X has a a-hcp closed k-network F = U,“=, Fn. 
We can assume & C Fn+i. Let 
Then g is a decreasing w-structure. To see that (ks) is satisfied, assume U to be an open 
nbd of x while xi + x. Then for some n there are Fr , . . . , Fk E .Tn such that 
{x,z,I~~~~}cF,u...uF~cU forsomeic. 
If y $ U, then (2, xi 1 i > io} Ti g(n, y) = 8. Hence for Ic > max(ic, n), g(k, y) 9 xk, 
which proves (ks). 
To prove (h), let yi E g(n,x:,), i E N, and g(n,xi) # g(n, xj) whenever i # j. 
Then, because of the definition of g, there is a subsequence N’ of N and yi E F, E & 
for all i E N’ such that Fi # Fj whenever i # j. Since 3m is hcp, {yi I i E N’} is 
closed. Namely the sequence {yi 1 i E RI} contains a closed subsequence. If {yi / i E N} 
itself is not closed, then it contains a convergent subsequence which contains no closed 
subsequence. Since this is impossible, (h) is proved. 
(+=) For each x E X and n E N, we put 
FM = n {g(n, y) 1 S(n) Y) 3 2) n [n tgccn: y) I gc(n, Y) 3 x}]) 
and 
3n = {E&c) I x E X}, where g’(n, y) = X - gfn, y). 
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Then & is hcp by (h). We can also show that F = Ur=, .& is a WCs-network of X. 
To see it, let xa + z E U, where U is open. Moreover we assume xi # x for all i E N. 
Now, by (ks) there is n for which 
g(n,w) 3 xi for all i > io and all 1~ E U’. 
Then F,(zi) C U for all i 3 i,~. If there are infinitely many distinct &(z,)‘s, then since 
Fn is hcp, {xi} cannot converge to 2. Namely there are finitely many F,, . . . , Fk E 3n 
such that 
{x. xi 1 i 3 io} c F, u U Fk c U. 
Hence .?= is a n-hcp WCs-network and accordingly a a-hcp k-network. (See [6, Chapter 91.) 
Therefore by Foged’s Theorem X is LaSnev. 0 
In fact we unsuccessfully tried to solve the following problem by use of Theorem 3. 
Problem 2. Is it possible to characterize LaSnev spaces in terms of bases? 
The concept of g-function may be regarded as a generalization of the ball B(n. r) = 
{Y E X I 4z,i!/) < I/ nj 1 m a metric space X. From this point of view we pose the 
following questions. 
Problem 3. Does every LaSnev space have a g-function satisfying (ks) and (h)? 
Problem 4. Does every metrizable space X admit a metric d such that for each E > 0. 
{Bc^(x) ( z E X} is hcp, where BE(x) = {y E X ( d(z,?/) < E}? 
Remark. Every metrizable space X admits a metric d such that {B,(x) / 5 E X} is cp. 
(See [7, Chapter V-41.) 
Finally let us turn to N-spaces. We recall the following theorem [6, Theorem 1.151. 
Theorem B. A regular space X is N iff it has a g:function g which satis3es the following 
three conditions, 
(9 WI, 
(ii) y E g(n, z) implies g(n, y) C g(n, z), 
(iii> {g(n w) I :j E s(n,z)) . zs a fi ‘f nz e collection for each CC E X and n E N. 
Remark. In fact we assumed another condition (iv) in [6]. But it is easy to see that (iv) 
follows from (iii), and thus it can be dropped. 
Theorem 4. A regular Fre’chet space X is N ifs it has a network 3 = U,“=, 3n such 
that each 3m is a locally finite closed cover of X, and such that for each x E X and 
F,, with x E FrL E 3n for all n E IV: {F,, / n, E N} is either a network at x or hcp. 
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Proof. Note that the (hcp) condition can be restated as for any subsequence {ni j i E N} 
of N and for any ICY E F,%, {xi 1 i E N} is a closed set. 
(+) Assume zi 4 zr E U, where U is an open set. Then we claim that for some n 
and some F E .T.. with F c U, {xi} is cofinal in F. To prove it, recall that for each 
k, Fk is a locally finite closed cover of X, and hence there is Fk E Fk such that x E Fk 
and {xi} is cofinal in Fk. Thus we can select a sequence of subsequences of {xi}, 
which we denote by Sj, j E N, such that S,+i is a subsequence of S, and such that 
{x} U S, C Fj E Tj. After all we can select a subsequence { yi 1 i E N} of {xi 1 i E IV} 
such that yi E Fj for all i > j. If {yi 1 i E N} is a finite set, then for some 71 we choose 
F E 3, such that z E F c U. Since yz --f 2, {yi} is eventually in F, and hence {x2} 
is cofinal in F. 
If {yi 1 i E Iv} is an infinite set, then {Fi 1 i E IV} is not hcp, and hence, by the 
assumed condition of F’, {Fi} is a network at x. Hence for some n, F, c U. Note that 
{yi} is eventually in F,, and hence {xi} is cofinal in F,, proving our claim. 
Now, we put 
g(n,z) =X-u FE 6, I x $ F 
{ 
. 
i=l 1 
Then {dn,z) I n E N} is a decreasing sequence of open nbds of x. It is easy to 
see that y E g(n, x) implies g(n, y) c g(n, IC), and {g(n, y) I y E g(n, x)} is a finite 
collection, because Uz, 3, is locally finite. To prove (i) of Theorem B, we assume 
ICY + X, xi E g(i, yz), i E N, and 1~i -H 2. Then there is a subsequence N’ of N such 
that yi $ U for some open nbd U of z and for all i E N’. Thus {xi I i E N’} + 
2, xi E g(i, yli) and yi $ U for all i E N’. By the previous observation we can select 
n E N, F E Fn and a subsequence {xi I i E N”} of {xi ) i E N’} such that 2 E F C U 
and {xi I i E N”} c F. Take j E N” with j > n; then since yj $ F E lJ",=, Fk, by the 
definition of g, g(j, yj) n F = 0. This implies x~j $ g(j, yj), which is a contradiction. 
Thus yi -+ x, and (i) is satisfied by g. Therefore by Theorem B, X is an N-space. 
(+) Let X be an N-space. Then there is a g-function g satisfying (i)-(iii) of Theorem B. 
Note that the construction of g [6, Chapter 91 suggests that we may assume that g(n, x) 
is an open nbd of 2. We may further assume that g(n, x) > g(n + 1, x). Now, we put 
H(n, 4 = n {X - g(n, Y) I dn, Y) 9 X} n dn, 4, 
‘H, = {H(n,x) 12 E x}. 
By (ii) and (iii), ‘F1, is locally finite. By (i), ‘H = U,“=, ‘Ft, is a WCS- and accordingly 
k-network of X. Now we define that 
F7I = {H(V) lx E x}, .F= ZFn. 
T&l 
Then it is obvious that .F is a k-network of X such that each .Fn is a locally finite closed 
cover of X. 
To prove that _F satisfies the remaining condition, we assume 
x E H(R,X,), n E N. 
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If {H(n,z,) 1 n E N} is not hcp, then {H(n,z,) 1 n E N} is not hcp either. Thus we 
can assume, for brevity, there are yn E H(n, z~), 71 E N, such that yn + z and .z # yn 
for all 7~ E N. We now claim that z = CL Because, if z # 2, then by (i) there is n’ for 
which 
g(n’, x) $ yi for all i 3 i0. 
Since g is decreasing this implies yn $ g(n, x) for all n 3 no. Meanwhile observe that 
z E H(n,x,) implies 2, E g(n,z). Because otherwise zn 4 g(n,x); hence g(n,x) n 
H(n, 5,) = v), which implies z $ H(n, x,), a contradiction. Thus by (ii) we obtain 
g(r)>, x) > g(n., z,) > H(n, 2,) 3 yn, which contradicts the above statement. Thus our 
claim is proved. Namely yn + 5 = z. 
Since ‘y, E H(n, 2,) c g(n,x,), it follows from (i) that 2, -+ 2. Now, assume 
that {p, 1 n E RI} is an arbitrary sequence such that p, E H(n, xn), 12 E N; then 
g(n.p,) 3 2, follows from the definition of H(n,x,). Hence p’n. + 5 by (i). This 
means that for every nbd U of z and for some n H(rr, z,) c U holds. Therefore 
{H(,n, 2,) 1 ‘II E N} is a network at 2. After all we have proved that _F is a closed 
a-locally finite network satisfying the conditions stated in Theorem 4. (In fact, we have 
proved the F is even a k-network.) 0 
Problem 5. Is it possible to characterize N-spaces in terms of bases? 
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